Purpose. The application of automation systems of breaking up process on the gravity hump is the efficiency improvement of their operation, absolute provision of trains breaking up safety demands, as well as improvement of hump staff working conditions. One of the main tasks of the indicated systems is the assurance of cuts reliable separation at all elements of their rolling route to the classification track. This task is a sophisticated optimization problem and has not received a final decision. Therefore, the task of determining the cuts braking mode is quite relevant. The purpose of this research is to find the optimal braking mode of control cut of design group. Methodology. In order to achieve the purpose is offered to use the direct search methods in the work, namely the Box complex method. This method does not require smoothness of the objective function, takes into account its limitations and does not require calculation of the function derivatives, and uses only its value. Findings. Using the Box method was developed iterative procedure for determining the control cut optimal braking mode of design group. The procedure maximizes the smallest controlled time interval in the group. To evaluate the effectiveness of designed procedure the series of simulation experiments of determining the control cut braking mode of design group was performed. The results confirmed the efficiency of the developed optimization procedure. Originality. The author formalized the task of optimizing control cut braking mode of design group, taking into account the cuts separation of design group at all elements (switches, retarders) during cuts rolling to the classification track. The problem of determining the optimal control cut braking mode of design group was solved. The developed braking mode ensures cuts reliable separation of the group not only at the switches but at the retarders of brake position. Practical value. The developed procedure can be successfully used to determine the optimal braking modes of cuts in automation systems of trains breaking up on the gravity humps.
Introduction
The control of trains breaking up on gravity humps is quite complex mathematical and technical problem, which is characterized by a high degree of responsiveness, the insufficiency or the absence of accurate information about the controlled object, the impossibility of formalizing all random factors and processes.
The main direction of the gravity humps efficiency improvement is automation of trains breaking up process [19] . One of the most important and difficult tasks of trains breaking up process control in automatic mode is to determine the braking modes (BM) of trains cut, which provide the best conditions of separation on separating elements (switches and retarders) and the fulfillment requirements of target regulation of rolling speed of cuts [16] [17] [18] . A number of scientific papers were devoted to solve the optimization task; however, as a rule, design basic group is considered as a group of three cuts with controlled medium cut. In work [7] the objective function of optimization problem of controlled cut breaking mode of the design group in the following form 12 23 min{ , } max t t δ δ → ,
where 12 
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, t t δ δ -intervals on switches, respectively, in the first and second cut pairs of design group.
To solve the problem of optimization for criterion (1) in the work [5] the author proposed to use gradient methods. However, the use of gradient methods for solving the problem (1) requires its transformation into smooth function, which greatly complicates the optimization process. In the work [2] was proposed more universal method to optimize braking modes not only for the design group of cuts, but the train as a whole. But, first of all, this method is quite complicated and unmanageable, and secondly, does not always provide the required accuracy solution, because the objective function in this problem is not smooth. To address these shortcomings in work [4] solving the optimization problem of train cut BM was made with using iterative method. This method allows determining before the trains breaking up such cuts BM at which intervals on the switches in all cut pairs, including nonadjacent, take the maximum value [3] .
However, the typical shortcomings of methods [2] [3] [4] [5] 7] are optimization problem solving of cuts BM in the determined formulation. Completed researches [11] showed that the influence of random factors and inaccurate information complicate the definition of rational cuts BM at train breaking up. In this regard, in [9, 10] optimization of cuts interval speed control is proposed to do on the base of the criterion of the minimal risk of undivided cuts on switches. This approach allows solving the optimization problem of cuts BM at stochastic rolling conditions, which gives an opportunity to take into account the influence of random factors in the process of trains breaking up on the hump. The problem definition of cut BM in the proposed [9, 10] criterion is solved in [8] ; with the resulting profiles ensure minimum value windows on the sorting tracks and minimal risk of undivided cut on the switches at a given level safety sorting process.
The given analysis of scientific papers showed that optimization of cuts BM is done in case of their reliable separation only on the switches; thus cuts separating on the retarder of hump are not included, or considered as restriction [12] , which does not maximize the quality of regulation interval on all separating elements of humps. Moreover, given in [12] method of searching these restrictions is quite complex and requires for its implementation the use of simulation and regression analysis, which in turn complicates the application of the technique in automation trains breaking up systems on the hump.
The authors in work [6] noted that the optimization of the braking cut of the design group should be considered not only at intervals separating switches and in the first retarder of the first (FBP) and second (SBP) brake position. This approach in solving the optimization problem of BM will improve the quality of interval regulation at all separating elements of hump and, therefore, the safety of the trains breaking up process.
Purpose
The aim of this work is to solve the optimization problem of the design group braking cut based on the intervals between switches and retarders of brake positions.
Methodology
The braking mode ' ' '
( , ) U U U of design group controlled cut is characterized by its set speed out of the FBP and SBP respectively ' U and '' U . The task of optimizing braking mode U of controlled cut of the group is to find such a mode, which ensures reliable separation of all group cuts both at the switches, and at the retarders of FBP and SBP. At this regard, the best for controlled cut is the braking mode U , in which the smallest of intervals in the group reaches its maximum:
where VGP SGP , t t δ δ -the interval between adjacent cut on the first retarder of FBP and SBP respectively; Ω -the domain of permissible speeds (DPS) of cuts coming out of FBP and SBP.
It should be noted that the number of variables in (2) depends not only on cut routes of the group, but also the relative position of switches and brake positions scheme at the gravity hump.
In [6] is found that for hump necks with 4 beams of classification tracks exists 9 characteristic destination track combinations and accordingly, separating switches to groups of 3 cuts, which differ in the number and placement of separating elements on FBP and SBP and respectively, the number of intervals of objective function (2) .
Thus, according to [6] , the number of intervals in the group can vary from 2 to 6, due to the lack of separation cut on FBP and (or) on the SBP under certain combinations of routes of their movement. Moreover, at the same time, conditions may vary and adjustment intervals between cuts -interval can be unregulated, can depend only on the braking on FBP or breaking on both positions -FBP and SBP. These features greatly complicate solving the optimization problem of controlled cut braking mode of the design group.
The objective function (2) is an undifferentiated, plain and nonlinear function, while its derivatives have discontinuities at the points where , i j t t i j δ = δ ≠ . Taking into account these characteristics to solve the optimization problem (2) should be used methods of direct search (zeroorder) as they do not require smoothness and derivatives calculation of the objective function, and use only its value. In this paper, to solve the problem (2) was used the complex Box method [15] . The minimum function search is performed with the help of dots set moving to the direction of its minimizing within the restriction region. As the indicated method minimizes the objective function, therefore, the sign of the objective function f was changed to f − .
The complex Box method provides a sequential selection of k random points, which form the set. The number of such points is 2 k n = , where nthe dimension of the problem. As braking mode of cut is presented with speeds ' U and " U , the dimension of the problem is 2 n = . In general, the optimization procedure of the separate cut braking mode using the Box method can be represented in the form of an iterative scheme, which is shown on Figure 1 . Step 1. In the first step of the optimization procedure it is necessary to obtain the set with k points. In turn each point of the set i x is characterized by the following parameters
U U , the value of which is defined by the formulas
where i -point number of the set, i =1, 2,…, k ; where α -the empirical reflection coefficient (according to [14] accepted α =1,3).
In turn, the gravity center of 1 k − set points is determined by the formula
Step 3. In this step the point r x is checked to the identity to the domain of cuts exit permissible speed from FBP and SBP. To perform this verification the computational geometry method [13] 
After this re-check of the r x identity to DPS is done; this step is performed until reception of acceptable point r x . In case if r h f f > , that is "worse" than the largest value, which was obtained earlier, the point r x is shifted to the center 0 x on the half of the distance between them by the formula (3), and the calculation process returns to step 3. The above procedure is performed until the condition r h f f < is met.
Step 5. This step involves checking the conditions of optimization completion. For this purpose the dispersion D calculation is performed for k values of the objective function and the distance L between the points of the set i x and their gravity center 0 x : The optimization process is completed if
ε ε -permissible error solution), otherwise, proceed to step 2 and repeat the optimization process.
Findings
To check the developed optimization procedure effectiveness of the braking mode of design group cut was performed series of experiments. In particular, the optimization task of braking mode of the medium cut of design group (hard-rolling cut (HRC 1 )-easy-rolling cut (ERC 2 )-hard-rolling cut (HRC 3 )) at various combinations of rolling routes was solved; while, for comparison, the optimization was performed using two methods.
In the first method, which was developed in this work, search of the best braking mode was performed on the base of criterion (2) and the second method proposed in [12] involves intervals maximization between cuts of the group only on the switches. The results of the optimization using two methods are given in Table. 1.
As the table shows, using the second method set breaking mode provides maximum and equal intervals on the switches, but it leads to a significant reduction some of them (comb. 7). At the same time, the first method allows to increase the intervals value not only on the switches but on retarders of FBP and SBP (comb . 2-4, 7) , which, in turn, reduces the fail risk of cuts non-separation under conditions of performance error of their set braking modes [1] . 
Originality and practical value
The scientific novelty of this work is in the procedures development of the controlled cut braking mode optimization of the design group, which ensures the best conditions of cut separation both on the switches and retarders of hump rolling down part.
Developed procedure can be used to solve the problem of process control of cut rolling on the automated gravity humps.
Conclusions
1. Formalized optimization problem of controlled cut braking mode of the design group taking into account the group cuts separation on the switches and brake position retarders. This approach allows providing reliable group cuts separation on all elements (switches, retarders) during their rolling to the classification tracks.
2. Developed the iterative optimization process of controlled cut braking mode of the group using Box method. The experiments results analysis showed that the method is quite effective and can be successfully used to solve multi-objective problem of cuts braking mode optimization of train, which is broken-up on gravity hump.
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